
1. Don’t panic! No matter what happens your supply won’t end. There are contingency plans in place
with energy suppliers for scenarios such as your supplier going bust. If your supplier goes bust you will
be assigned a new one and you can switch from the new supplier with no exit fees.

2. Look at your usage. Changing your usage habits and using your heating system efficiently could
save just as much as switching supplier. Slight changes like exercise, closing the curtains to keep the
heat in, and closing room doors can save you money. There’s lots of helpful tips available online and
even if you are on prepayment meters you can still access details of your usage.

3. Check the costs of the tariff you are on. If you are on a prepayment meter you can still switch
suppliers if you can find a cheaper standard tariff. You could also ask your supplier to install a credit
meter which tends to be cheaper. You also might already be in a fixed tariff which isn’t due to end for
months, in this case you will have time to see how the market is to change before making a decision.
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4. If your tariff deal does come to an end, make sure you still compare with other suppliers or get
advice if you are finding the ins and outs of this tricky. Some sources suggest remaining on a standard
tariff until Summer 2022 could be better so that you don’t lock in a fixed deal with high prices because
we are coming into the winter months.

5. Check if you are eligible for energy efficiency improvements. Some homeowners and private renters
across the UK can access free government assistance which could save you hundreds of pounds on
energy costs. We can help you to find out about local schemes.

6. Check your electricity suppliers’ Warm Homes Discount scheme. You could be entitled to £140/yr
credit if you or someone in your house is on a low income or classed as disabled. Other help such as
Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments are automatically awarded by the government for
State Pension or low income benefit claimants.

7. If the price hikes make your bills unaffordable, utility companies can help with arrears whether by
awarding grants to reduce/clear these or coming to payment arrangements. Trust Fund opportunities
vary throughout the year, but this might help you get through to the summer when your heating costs
should reduce.
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8. Make your energy network aware of any vulnerabilities by applying to be on the Priority
Services Register. This helps electricity suppliers to prioritise your household in cases of
powercuts and they will make your supplier aware that you have registered.

9. Submit meter readings regularly – keep a record of these and your latest bills. Your supplier
will often overestimate your usage using average figures if no meter readings are being provided.
Downloading/keeping recent bills will ensure you have an accurate record if your account is
closed as your supplier has gone bust.

10. Plan ahead – if you know your costs are going to increase, especially in the winter, review your
budget now. Use our budgeting tool or speak with the team to see how you can reduce your
other household costs to help manage the increase.

If you are in debt or struggling to pay household bills, our qualified debt advice team are on
hand to help you look at solutions. Visit perennial.org.uk/managingmoney.
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